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You want to find best Antivirus software? Then you are wrong at the beginning. Everyone
wants to gain best protection to his/her PC so the following topics are very hot:
What antivirus protection/software should I buy
,
What is the best antivirus
,
best antivirus review...

In fact, all antivirus programs are all pre-defined solutions to deal with viruses so some latest
viruses that are beyond antivirus programs' pre-definition can escape from the antivirus
programs or even block/disable the antivirus protection. The prevailing and notorious av.exe
virus and its variety are typical examples to show you the fact that you can't never dream of
any so-called best antivirus software to let you be free from viruses all the time.

In addition, like a double-edged sword, antivirus software will sometimes cause trouble
to you. The cases are possible like the following:

1) The antivirus tool slows down your PC greatly;

2) The newly installed antivirus tool is not compatible to your PC and it causes blue screen of
death or make all shortcuts on your desktop disappear;

3) there used to be an important event that a famous antivirus program in the industry falsely
recognized a core system file as a virus and killed the file so many software users' computers
crashed at that time;

4) Every antivirus tool has false positive rate so it is possible that the antivirus tool will make
your safe and useful application not work smoothly and bring panic to you...

Based on the above facts, it can make a conclusion that antivirus software doesn't mean safe al
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ways. Every operating system is unique inside so
the best antivirus to others may mean worst to you
. Fortunately, almost all antivirus applications offer free trial version and you can test them first
and then decide which one is suitable to your PC. That is the reason why we said Not Best but
Suitable in the title.

It is never simple to decide, what is the best antivirus software for your computer. This system
shall be completely reliable and easy to update, still it shall not take too much space on the
harddrive for that other programs to operate correctly. The updates for this shall come
regularly to provide the opportunity protect your personal computer on the latest viruses. These
main criteria will likely help us to decide, what is the best antivirus software. There are many
companies supplying the needed programs for several computer systems. Each of their
products has its own specialties and may even suit or perhaps not suitable based on your
computer and private needs. So we thought to list several top-quality programs, to help you
choose, what is the best antivirus software right for you.

Anti-Virus & Anti-Spyware could be the solution for over 80 million computer to be happy and
secure while online. Don't forget you purchased your PC for leisure or work, although not for
worries about danger coming from Internet or whatsoever. This software is designed to keep
you completely safe in a possible occasion. Anti-Virus & Anti-Spyware works so quietly that
non from the other processes in your PC is going to be slowed up. You may not have any idea
it's there; still you're protected on a regular basis. The antivirus obtains the unique technology
of LinkScanner, which will help you to avoid dangerous links before you will click on them. The
regular scanning only cover those files that have been changed following the last checking,
therefore it takes less time and resources, letting you view your movie of surf through Internet
without any slowdown.
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